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Division of Language and Communication Science, University of London, London, UK
ABSTRACT
Purpose: Aphasia is an acquired language disorder that typically occurs as a result of a stroke. People
with aphasia experience communication difficulties and risk secondary impacts, for example, affecting
social and work life and mental health. Intensive Comprehensive Aphasia Programmes (ICAPs) aims to
address the multiple consequences of aphasia using intensive intervention and a wide range of therapy
approaches. Although basic parameters of ICAP intervention have been defined, a fuller characterisation
is needed. This systematic scoping review aimed to determine what constitutes an ICAP.
Methods: Peer-reviewed and Grey databases were searched for articles on ICAPs using Joanna Brigg’s
Institute methodology. Data was extracted following the Template for Intervention Description and
Replication (TIDieR) checklist for reporting interventions and synthesised using a narrative synthesis.
Results and conclusions: 17 ICAPs were reported in 20 peer-reviewed literature sources (9 ICAPs supple-
mented by Grey literature sources). There were high degrees of variation in dose, professionals involved,
and no qualitative data from participants. Of note, ICAP intervention was highly tailored to individual par-
ticipants on the same ICAP, and intervention content varied between ICAPs. ICAPs appear to be rational-
ised as intensive impairment-based programmes with other components added for comprehensiveness.
Stronger rationale and a logic model are required to justify the core components of ICAPs. The input of
stakeholders into designing future ICAP interventions is recommended.
 IMPLICATIONS FOR REHABILITATION
 The ICAP model is in its infancy when it comes to mainstream clinical application as only the inten-
sity component of the ICAP has clear theoretical underpinning as reported in the peer-reviewed
literature.
 There have been clinical uptakes of the ICAP model which is likely to continue and is valid in the
context of an under-researched area of aphasia therapy and on a background of a less than perfect
relationship between evidence base and practice.
 Aspects of the ICAP model are valid for clinicians to implement, for example, intensive evidence-
based aphasia therapy in combination with therapy which addresses some of the broader implica-
tions of aphasia, for example, social isolation.
 Clinicians can use the ICAP model to review their existing service provision and explore whether their
service provides aphasia therapy that addresses the multiple aspects of aphasia (i.e., ensuring the
focus is not only on impairment-based therapy).
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Aphasia is an acquired language disorder that typically occurs as
a result of a stroke [1]. Approximately a third of stroke survivors
experience aphasia [2]. There are 350 000 people in the United
Kingdom (UK) [3] and approximately one million in the United
States of America (USA) [4] living with aphasia. A Cochrane review
[5] demonstrated the effectiveness of speech and language ther-
apy (SLT) for people with aphasia (PWA). It found that higher
intensity interventions deliver greater treatment effects. This mir-
rors research on higher intensity interventions from other areas of
stroke, for example, for upper limb movement [6]. Evidence for
intensive therapy comes largely from studies aiming to remediate
language impairment [7–11].
International best practice guidelines for aphasia from nine
English-speaking healthcare settings recommend intensive inter-
vention [12] but a definition of intensive is not always provided.
Australian [13], New Zealand [14], and Scottish guidelines [15]
suggest a minimum of 2 h a week and the American Heart
Association recommends communication intervention be as inten-
sive as a patient can tolerate [16]. Though intensive intervention
is almost universally advocated in aphasia, 2019 clinical practice
guidelines from The USA “Department of Veterans Affairs and the
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Department of Defense” state there is insufficient evidence to rec-
ommend intensive language therapy [17]. UK sources provide the
most specific data on recommended intensity and accompany
this with regular audits of the suggested target. UK stroke guide-
lines recommend at least 45min of therapy per day per profes-
sion post-stroke [18], that is, 45min of SLT for those with
communication and/or swallowing disorders. Annual national
audits of UK stroke practice show that patients receive far below
this recommended intensity, particularly with respect to SLT [19].
The most recent UK national audit (April 2018 to March 2019)
showed after the first 72 h, teams provided a mean of 20.9min of
SLT daily to those who required it [20]. It is not evident how
many of these minutes were spent on communication interven-
tion versus swallowing, the latter being a key priority for stroke
inpatients requiring SLT [21] and internationally noted to be pri-
oritised over communication in the acute setting [22,23].
International provision for PWA in developed countries is an aver-
age of 1–5 h a week depending on service type, for example, pri-
vate versus public, inpatient versus outpatient, and stage of
recovery [24]. Survey data from five healthcare systems in English-
speaking countries revealed the duration of therapy from 1–20
sessions for acute patients and a reported wide variation for those
in the chronic stage [25]. Recent data shows the duration of total
therapy lasts no more than three months for 94% of PWA in the
UK [26]. Early Supported Discharge (ESD) services aim to maintain
intensive provision, but stroke professionals have not reached a
consensus on its intensity or length [27]. Once ESD ends, support
for PWA and their families/significant others is highly variable and
not formalized.
Aside from the question of intensive therapy, there is a query
regarding what type of therapy to provide to PWA. As aphasia
presents as difficulty in the language and communication modal-
ities (speaking, understanding, reading, writing, and gesture), an
obvious need is in relation to language and communication.
Therapy should target recovery of language processing abilities as
far as possible across all modalities (e.g., speaking and reading)
[28]. There are many types of aphasia therapy that have proven
to be effective, but typically these therapies address only one
element of aphasia, for example, word-finding difficulties [29], dis-
course [30], or gesture [31]. Though Speech and Language
Therapists (SLTs) provide a wide range of therapy approaches [23]
a recent study of usual aphasia care in Australia found 57% of
therapy tasks focused on expression at the single word level [32].
There are few studies that report on long-term aphasia outcomes,
but it is clear from those that do that recovery of language is
almost always partial [33–36] and therefore compensatory com-
munication skills are also required [37]. The World Health
Organisation’s International Classification of Functioning,
Disability, and Health (ICF) [38] classifies health by domains of
“body functions,” “activities,” “participation,” and “environment.”
Each needs to be addressed in a comprehensive and holistic inter-
vention programme. For example, impairment therapy will
attempt to remediate loss of body function (impaired language
processing), while the development of communication strategies,
education, and communication partner training might address
activity, participation, and environmental issues.
PWA have hugely complex and comprehensive needs in rela-
tion to social and psychological wellbeing. A study of PWA at a
mean of 3.5 years post-stroke revealed 30% could not indicate a
single friend [39], highlighting the importance of communication
in maintaining social networks. A qualitative analysis of blogs
written by PWA show negative and substantial impact on the
wider social network including neighbours and co-workers [40].
Studies show return to work figures ranging from 15% [41] to
23% [42] for working-age PWA compared to figures of 74.7% [43]
for the equivalent general stroke population. This indicates the
importance of wider aspects of language, for example, the ability
to read and write in order to sustain work. Mental health is
impacted and PWA experiences significantly higher rates of
depression than the wider population of stroke survivors [44].
Rates of significant anxiety in PWA have been measured at
41–44% [45] compared with rates of 29% for the wider stroke
population [46]. A study exploring the impact of 60 diseases and
15 conditions on over 66 000 long-term care residents found that
aphasia was associated with the worst health-related quality of
life [47]. The experience of stroke survivors with aphasia differs
from stroke survivors without, and the presence of aphasia creates
additional and complex challenges which should be addressed in
a comprehensive intervention programme.
The effects of aphasia are experienced not only by PWA, but
by those in close relationships with them, and a comprehensive
intervention programme should consider their needs too.
Significant others have expressed a need for information about
aphasia, support for themselves, and a desire for inclusion in the
rehabilitation process [48]. Marital difficulties may present includ-
ing lower levels of marital satisfaction and sexual intimacy [49]. A
study of family members of PWA found they experienced third-
party disabilities including development or exacerbation of phys-
ical and mental health conditions, reduction in household income,
and limitations to their activities [50]. For these reasons, aphasia
has been described as a family problem [51]. Whilst involvement
of family members is encouraged in rehabilitation, this does not
easily translate into roles in therapy or specific interventions for
family members. One notable exception is communication partner
training. This approach focuses on a core issue, communication
breakdowns due to aphasia, and provides training and advice to
facilitate better conversations between the PWA and a primary
communication partner. Two systematic reviews synthesized find-
ings from 56 studies and demonstrated good evidence for this
approach [52,53]. However, this approach does not address the
heterogenous needs of family members, which do not seem to be
targeted in traditional approaches to therapy which focus more
on the PWA [5].
Another consideration in rehabilitation is the format in which
therapy is delivered. In the UK, 90% of SLT sessions are provided
in one-to-one format [54] and group therapy approaches are
underused [55]. Group therapy can be as effective as one-to-one
therapy [5,56] and can achieve additional benefits arising from an
authentic and naturalistic communication environment [57] and
increased opportunities for socialization and friendships [58]. A
further modification to therapy can be achieved through the
engagement of digital technology. New technologies can supple-
ment “conventional” therapy delivery by, for example, providing
strategic compensations for language impairments [58–60]. They
can also help to prevent digital exclusion in a UK context where
87% of the population uses the internet daily [61]. Systematic
reviews have shown that computer-delivered aphasia therapy is
effective when compared to no treatment and can match out-
comes achieved by one-to-one SLT delivery [62]. Computer-deliv-
ered exercises can also bring about well-maintained gains in word
production, even without input from a speech and language ther-
apist [63]. Therefore, approaches to aphasia intervention should
consider greater use of group approaches and the potential and
unique benefits of computer-based interventions.
The Stroke Association 2018 survey of over 11 000 stroke survi-
vors living in the UK showed a third needed more support from
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SLT [64], that stroke survivors had to develop their own ways of
coping [65], and that carers experienced an emotional toll includ-
ing exhaustion and stress [66]. The survey results reveal an unmet
need where PWA and their families experience ongoing difficul-
ties which have not been addressed by current levels or models
of healthcare provision.
A model of service delivery has been developed that aims to
respond to the multi-factorial and unmet needs of PWA and pays
some consideration for the needs of caregivers. Early evidence for
this model is documented in a 1947 University of Michigan record
detailing “Intensive corrective training… a daily program of
therapy… application of individual and group therapy… periods
of three to six hours a day in sessions of six, eight, or twelve
weeks’ duration” [67,p.26]. Video footage from 1950 of the same
Speech Clinic at the University of Michigan shows the provision of
an intensive aphasia programme primarily for World War II veter-
ans which included a comprehensive range of therapies and both
group and individual sessions [68]. This programme continues to
the current day and is now termed an Intensive Comprehensive
Aphasia Programme (ICAP). A seminal article by Rose et al. in
2013 [69] stipulated that to be classified as an ICAP, the pro-
gramme must fulfil the following criteria: be provided to a cohort
of PWA; include education for the PWA and/or significant others;
target multiple components of the aphasic experience, that is,
providing language therapy while also addressing the affects liv-
ing with aphasia has on a person’s participation, activities, and
communication; be delivered in a variety of formats, for example,
individual therapy and group therapy; and an ICAP must be inten-
sive. The minimum intensity of an ICAP is measured at three
hours of therapy daily for at least two weeks. Rose et al.’s inter-
national survey [69] found 12 ICAP programmes running through-
out the world, mostly in the USA. The survey revealed the
average treatment provided was 100 h, with most ICAP programs
running 4 days a week for 5 weeks for an average cohort of
six PWA.
The seminal paper by Rose and her team has begun to define
the parameters and dosage of ICAP programmes. However, more
specific detail about the nature of therapy and the rationales
behind it is lacking. Under-reporting of treatment content is rec-
ognised as a problem across rehabilitation domains and stimu-
lated the development of the Template for Intervention
Description and Replication (TIDieR) checklist [70]. This is a 12-
item checklist developed by an international expert team to
improve the quality of reporting interventions and therefore the
replicability of the interventions. Use of the TIDieR checklist has
been recommended by two Cochrane reviews of post-stroke
physical rehabilitation to adequately document interventions so
that they are replicable for clinical practice [71,72]. In Randomised
Controlled Trials (RCTs) of physiotherapy interventions, 23% of tri-
als described less than half of the TIDieR checklist items for the
intervention groups, meaning replicability of the interventions
would be challenging [73]. A 2017 review of 162 RCTs in the field
of SLT found that none completely reported TIDieR items, but
when authors were contacted for additional detail, 28% fulfilled
all TIDieR criteria [74]. Since this study, the TIDieR checklist has
been used to categorise SLT treatment approaches in aphasia
[75,76], to explore documentation of communication partner
training interventions in aphasia [77], to specify treatment content
in RCTs [78,79], and to review descriptions of aphasia interven-
tions [80].
This study systematically reviewed the literature on all ICAPs
that have been conducted to date against the TIDieR checklist. It
aimed to describe ICAP therapies and their underlying rationales
in as detailed a manner as possible, while also identifying gaps in
the research. A preliminary search of databases revealed no exist-
ing scoping or systematic reviews of the ICAP literature.
Review question(s)
The primary review question was “What constitutes an ICAP”? The
review aimed to identify ICAPs around the world reported in the
English language. The 12 questions on the TIDieR checklist framed
the sub-questions for this review.
Inclusion criteria
Participants
This review included studies of participants with any type or
severity of chronic (non-progressive) aphasia. Aphasia could be
due to any aetiology acquired in adulthood. Significant others/
caregivers of PWA were included with no criteria for their presen-
tation. Exclusion criteria: Studies were excluded if they reported
on participants with progressive neurological disorders, such as
primary progressive aphasia. Studies involving participants with
primary cognitive-communication impairments, rather than apha-
sia, were also excluded.
Concept
This review considered studies of intervention that fell within the
definition of an ICAP provided by Rose et al. [69]. This included
interventions that were not explicitly titled as ICAPs or which
occurred before this term was developed. Based on the Rose et
al. article, the first core concept of an ICAP is intensive service
provision – daily therapy (meaning therapy 5 days a week (2019
personal correspondence with Rose), given for at least 3 h/day for
2weeks. Where therapy was not 5 days a week but 30 h a fort-
night was still achieved, the source was included. This decision is
consistent with that of Rose et al. [69].
The second core concept is comprehensive service provision –
delivery in a mixture of formats which must include 1:1 and
group, addressing multiple levels of the ICF [38], and provision of
education to participants and/or caregivers. Finally, an ICAP must
be delivered to a cohort – there is a requirement for participants
to start and end the programme at the same time.
Therefore, studies were included if they
a. Provided intensive aphasia therapy (using the metric outlined
above)
b. Delivered therapy in 1:1 and group format.
c. Therapy addressed multiple levels of the ICF.
d. Education was provided on the programme (see “Stakeholder
Involvement” and “Modification” for more detail)
e. The cohort was evident.
Exclusion criteria: cognitive-communication rehabilitation pro-
grammes which self-identified as different from ICAPs [81–84].
Context
This review considered studies from all geographical locations
and settings (e.g., hospital, community, independent sector).
Types of articles
This scoping review considered quantitative, qualitative, and
mixed methods study designs and studies that involved primary
research, either prospective or retrospective. Grey literature
articles were kept “open,” that is, not restricted to article types.
Only articles published in English were considered due to the cost
implications of translation and the limits of the research team.
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Regarding the date, the term ICAP was only introduced in the
peer-reviewed literature in 2013 but there was older evidence of
ICAP-type programmes. Therefore, articles published from data-
base inception to the review date were included to maximize the
identification of articles.
Methods
Searches were conducted between 11 December 2019 and 18
December 2019. The scoping review was conducted in accord-
ance with the Joanna Briggs Institute (JBI) methodology for scop-
ing reviews [85]. This methodology requires at least two
reviewers, an a priori protocol to be written, detail on participants,
concept, and context (as seen before), use of a three-step search
strategy (outlined next), thorough searching of both peer-
reviewed and Grey literature, and data extraction or “charting” of
results. In this review, there were some minor deviations from the
JBI protocol: specifically, duplicate study selection and data
extraction/charting was not conducted due to limited author
resource (see specific detail under “study selection”). The protocol
was developed before the review commenced and is included as
a supplemental file. The Grey literature search followed three
stages outlined by Godin [86] (expanded upon next).
Search strategy
A three-step search strategy was used. Step one involved an ini-
tial search of MEDLINE to identify articles on the topic. The text
words contained in the titles and abstracts of relevant articles,
and the subject or index terms used to describe the articles were
used to develop a full search strategy for MEDLINE. Step two
involved running the full search including all identified keywords
and index terms in a range of databases (Supplementary
Appendix 1). Index terms were adapted for each included data-
base as necessary. Step three involved searching the reference
lists of articles included in the review for additional articles. The
search strategy underwent a Peer Review of Electronic Search
Strategies [87] by the university subject librarian.
Information articles
The Grey literature search involved (1) Grey databases, (2)
Customised Google search using keyword strategy as per Fridell
et al. [88] using the key words “intensive comprehensive aphasia”
and reviewing the first 100 results in the English language as per
Pham et al. [89], and (3) Grey websites searched using internal
search engines (Supplementary Appendix 2).
Study selection
The search was run by the first author, and all identified records
were collated and uploaded to RefWorks (ProQuest, MI, USA). Due
to resource limitations, the second and third authors made inde-
pendent inclusion/exclusion decisions on 10% of abstracts each,
and the first author made inclusion/exclusion decisions on the
remaining abstracts. To ensure a level of rigor, the second and
third authors each reviewed the first author’s inclusion/exclusion
decisions on 10 results. The first author brought any unclear inclu-
sion/exclusion decisions to the attention of the second and third
authors and decisions were discussed three ways and resolved
with a consensus decision. The same procedures applied for the
full-text selection. Study selection was outlined using the
Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-
Analyses extension for Scoping Reviews (PRISMA-ScR) checklist
[90], see Figure 1.
Stakeholder involvement
The JBI methodology does not require stakeholder involvement,
but original guidance on conducting scoping reviews by Arksey
and O’Malley [91] and Levac et al. [92] from which JBI method-
ology was derived suggested consultation with stakeholders
become an essential part of the methodology. Stakeholder
involvement was also included as part of good practice in patient
public involvement [93]. Two family members of PWA who had
attended ICAPs were consulted for their views on the core con-
cepts of an ICAP and the research questions. They were sent the
scoping review plan and questions in advance. A videoconference
call was held with each family member individually whereby they
endorsed the review questions, queried the concept of
“education” in an ICAP (see “Modification” under “Results”), and
added additional questions which were not suitable for this litera-
ture review but will be included in future research on the ICAP
model.
Data extraction
All data extraction was conducted by the first author. The data
extraction tool was trialled independently on separate articles by
the first and third authors and jointly discussed. The remaining
data extraction was conducted by the first author and verified by
the third author as is permissible within JBI scoping review meth-
odology [85]. The data extraction tool is provided in
Supplementary Appendix 3, developed by the research team.
Authors of articles were contacted to request missing or add-
itional data were required to confirm the article met inclusion cri-
teria. Website information from the Grey website and Google
search was extracted and charted on an Excel spreadsheet as per
Stansfield et al.’s [94] method on systematic website searching.
Narrative synthesis
The seminal article on scoping reviews by Arksey and O’Malley
[91] suggested that a scoping review did not seek to aggregate
or synthesize knowledge from articles. However, the more recent
PRISMA-ScR guidelines [90] list “synthesis of results” as a best
practice guideline. JBI guidance suggests a narrative summary
describing how information from articles relates to the questions
posed in the review and classifying this information using concep-
tual categories [85]. Narrative synthesis has been used to interpret
information from a variety of study types and guidance for narra-
tive synthesis was obtained from several articles [95–97]. The syn-
thesis was structured according to the 12 TIDieR checklist items
(see Table 1), as has been the practice in previous reviews in the
field of aphasia [32,77].
Methods for selecting items for analysis
Following JBI methods for a comprehensive scoping search, Grey
literature was searched. Following data extraction and identifica-
tion of ICAP programmes, a problem arose whereby several ICAPs
had more than one related peer-reviewed article. For the purpose
of reporting information against the TIDieR checklist, it was pos-
sible to choose one primary article each for most ICAPs, but four
ICAPs (Aphasia House [98,99], Boston [100–102], Aphasia
Language Impairment and Functional Therapy (LIFT) [103–105],
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and University of Michigan Aphasia Program (UMAP) [106,107])
required more than one article each to adequately extract all the
information – see Tables 2–4. There was a possibility that some
ICAPs with multiple articles over many years had experienced
small changes to their delivery and that selecting one article
would not capture these changes. However, this concern was not
substantiated by the data reported, and personal correspondence
with authors confirmed that the basic premise of the ICAP inter-
vention remained standard and at the same dose during the years
covered by the articles. The only exception was the LIFT ICAP
[103–105] where dose changed significantly for each iteration
(40 h versus 48 h versus 100 h), as did the content (with the add-
ition of computer therapy after the first iteration) and could not
reasonably be reported as the same ICAP. Therefore, the LIFT pro-
gramme was considered as three iterations of the ICAP and allo-




One modification of the inclusion criteria was required. Initial data
extraction revealed that it was not always clear from articles
whether “education” was provided to PWA or their significant
others as is required to qualify as an ICAP [69]. The clinical experi-
ence of the three authors suggested that some therapy
approaches could not be achieved without a level of education
being provided. Additionally, the family members consulted for
this review felt the term education was patronising and did not
recognise expertise they had accumulated by the time they
attended ICAP years post-stroke. Since education as a term was
deemed both broad and underspecified, and interpretation of the
term was liable to subjectivity, it was dropped from the concept
inclusion criteria.
Twenty peer-reviewed publications were included in this
review (Figure 1) and report on 17 distinct ICAPs which comprise
Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram.
Table 1. TIDieR item reporting.
TIDieR item
Number of ICAPs reporting
this item (n¼ 17)
1. Brief name 17
2. Why 17
3. What materials 12
4. What procedures 17
5. Who provided 15
6. How 17
7. Where Country ¼ 17
Setting ¼ 16
8. When and how much 17
9. Tailoring 12
10. Modification 2
11. How well planned 3
12. How well actual 8
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Table 2. Name, rationale, and materials used in the 17 ICAPs.
# ICAP Article 1. Brief name 2. Why 3. What materials






values cards to select
goals for an ICAP
Not ICAP-specific. Personalised goal setting
can improve motivation, response to
rehab, satisfaction with outcomes,
increases autonomy but you must make
this accessible for people with aphasia.
Theory on intensive treatment. You must
explore non-impairment issues (e.g., life
interests and values via these accessible
cards).
Life interests and values











Aphasia House ICAP Not ICAP-specific but theory on intensive
treatment, need for supportive
environment, and evidence-based
therapies for impairment approaches.




2 Belfast Code et al.
2010 [109]
Intensive therapy for 7
with chronic aphasia
Not ICAP-specific. To examine the
effectiveness of a 1-month intensive
block of therapy in improving the
communication abilities of the aphasic
participants. Also rationale on group
treatment.
NR
3 Big Sky Montana Off et al. 2019 [111] Big Sky Aphasia Program
ICAP (Montana, US).
Caregiver intervention
on an ICAP provided
by SLPs and
counselling staff.
ICAP theory – to improve communication
impairments and psychosocial wellbeing
for people with aphasia and their family
caregivers. Treat all aspects of World
Health Organisation International
Classification of Functioning, Disability
and Health (ICF) in condensed time
period. Theory on intensity (e.g.,
neuroplasticity). Meaningful relationships
between people with aphasia and
significant others. Caregiver intervention
affecting the caregiver-patient dyad to
improve outcomes for people with
aphasia and caregiver. Interprofessional
collaboration important. Cohort brings
share learning, share psychosocial


















Bill of Rights; video.















ICAP rationale combining evidence on
intensive treatment; acknowledging the
difficulty identifying key elements of
change in an ICAP due to variety of
participant profiles and individualised
interventions; speculation that key
factors include intensity, individualised
treatment linked to person’s goals, using
evidence-based treatment, combining
group, dyadic, individual treatment,
focus at multi linguistic levels from word
to discourse, including communication








No overview but indicated that treatment
philosophy is the Life Participation
Approach to Aphasia, so it’s focused on
individual goals and meaningful
activities chosen by clients. Also key is
training across linguistic contexts – 1:1 –
group.
















Not ICAP-specific. Effectiveness of OT
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Table 2. Continued.
# ICAP Article 1. Brief name 2. Why 3. What materials
5 Chicago Babbitt et al.
2015 [114]
0 Focuses on intensity – neuroplasticity
principles and providing more therapy
than in typical US outpatient facilities
Computers, iPads






Not ICAP-specific. Statement that return to
work may be a goal of rehabilitation.
NR
7 Glasgow Mackenzie 1991 [115] An intensive aphasia
group efficacy study
of 5 people with
aphasia
Not ICAP-specific. Whether improvement in
communication followed a brief course
of intensive intervention. Literature on













The overarching goal of the ICAP is to
maximize communication potential and
enhance life participation [p.390]. Paper
is clear on ICAP model but not specific
on rationale.
NR





7 PWA in British
Colombia
ICAPs have received attention in the
literature but they haven’t been
available in British Colombia
NR
10a and b LIFT 1 and 2 Rodriguez Rodriguez et al.
2013 [104]




Research-based ICAP developed for the
purpose of evaluating treatment
outcomes across the ICF domains.
[p.1339]. Rationale on neuroplasticity,
patient-centred goal setting, inclusion of
communication partner, but
acknowledge difficulty identifying which






(e.g., use of pictures)
10c LIFT 3 Dignam Dignam et al.
2015 [103]




Rationale focused on evidence from
neuroscience of intensive training versus









Not ICAP-specific. This study focused on
novel word learning in aphasia to
inform recovery mechanisms and help









who took part in an
intensive aphasia
program
Not ICAP-specific. Mostly focused on
testing whether the experience sampling
method works. Program was designed
to promote functional communication in










people per cohort for
2 cohorts)
Not ICAP-specific. Allocating more time to
traditional treatment. Theory given for
individual approaches, for example,
syntax programme, effective
communication programme, group
sessions, word retrieval programme,
verbal memory programme.
Photographs borrowed
from home to use in
treatment




closed head injury in
young adults
Not ICAP-specific. Rehab emphasizes
cognitive retraining but doesn’t include







14 PIRATE Winans-Mitrik et al.
2014 [112]





US). Outcomes of a
total of 73 first-time
participants in
an ICAP.
No ICAP-specific rationale. Detail on
approaches, for example, groups
generalise gains/enhance social
participation & on psycholinguistic




groups in their area.
Home treatment
program.
15 UMAP Hinckley & Craig
1998 [106]
UMAP – University of
Michigan Aphasia
Program
Not ICAP-specific. Rationale for intensive
treatment.
Computers




UMAP – University of
Michigan Aphasia
Program
The overarching goal of the ICAP is to
maximize communication potential and
enhance life participation. [p.390] Paper
is clear on ICAP model but not specific
on rationale.
NR
NR: not reported, that is, no information provided for TIDieR analysis.
Grey shaded rows represent the data extracted from grey literature to supplement that which available from the peer reviewed publication.

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































INTENSIVE COMPREHENSIVE APHASIA PROGRAMMES 11
Table 4. Modifications and adherence and fidelity on ICAPs.
Article 10. Modifications 11. How well planned 12 How well actual
Off et al. 2019 [111] Counselling has only been included in
the Summer ICAP sessions [not
Fall]. No specific reason given.
NR Although attendance is not
mandatory, the majority of
caregivers have attended on a
regular basis.
Hoover et al. 2017 [100] NR Saying students received 100%
supervision and daily training to
ensure treatment fidelity
NR
Hoover and Carney 2014 [101] No change of intervention but change
of outcome measure (ALA with
cohort 1 and ASHA FACS with
cohorts 2 and 3)
NR NR
Escher et al. 2018 [102] Variation in amount of OT delivered
“from year to year was based on
individual and cohort needs and
goals” (p. 3)
NR 18 of 19 attended at least 85% of the
occupational therapy sessions. 1
had considerable health problems
and missed a full week of the
program.
Babbitt et al. 2015 [114] NR Steps to ensure treatment fidelity:
Clinicians required to read articles
on evidenced based treatment 2-
day training session including
videos of experienced clinicians
implementing the treatment and
practice through role-play; program
director observed occasional
treatment sessions and gave
feedback on treatment procedures.
10% of treatment sessions were
videoed and reviewed by the
program director.
Summary statement that the
strategies ensured treatment was
delivered according to the design.
Of 74 most participants attended
all treatment – occasional missed
sessions due to outside
appointments. 1 person missed
2 days with illness.
Mackenzie 1991 [115] NR NR No patient was absent on any day
Rodriguez et al. 2013 [104] Dosage increased in LIFT2 “based on
performance on outcome measures
and participant feedback” (p. 1343).
Added the family group sessions
and computer-based treatment
only for LIFT2.
Number of treatment hours received
by each participant was calculated.
Of 8 enrolled in LIFT2, 1 didn’t
complete due to onset of
prolonged cold/flu. Of total possible
treatment hours 7 received
99–100%; 2 received 90–95%; 2
received 85–89%. Sessions missed
due to outside obligations, illness,
fatigue in the last week.
Dignam et al. 2015 [103] NR Aphasia LIFT manual developed to
promote treatment fidelity.
All 16 completed LIFT. Mean
treatment attendance rate was high
LIFT ¼ 47.7 h. D-LIFT not reported
as didn’t reach ICAP intensity but
attendance at D-LIFT 47.9 and 16/
18 completed D-LIFT due to acute-
onset medical reasons
Dignam et al. 2016 [105] NR NR There were 30 included in this trial
and 28 completed. 2 D-LIFT
participants withdrew due to acute-
onset medical reasons.
Fitzgerald-DeJean et al. 2012 [113] NR 0 for the intervention but participant
compliance in completing the
Experience Sampling 4 times a day
for each of 4 questions asked
0 for the intervention, but 100%
compliance/completion 464
potential responses [4 variables 
4 times/day  29 days]
Winans-Mitrik et al. 2014 [112] NR NR 3 did not complete the programme (1
was query acute stroke, 1 personal
reasons, 1 unsafe for independent
living due to multiple falls)
Hinckley & Craig 1998 [106] NR 0. No detail on fidelity during
intensive periods. But tried to
ensure non-intensive therapy
contained the same content as
intensive – did this via a
retrospective progress note review
and reading reports describing
treatment. Attendance at non-
intensive sessions confirmed by
oral/written communication with
treating SLP.
0. But adherence to a similar
treatment approach for the non-
intensive treatment was confirmed.
NR: not reported, that is, no information provided for TIDieR analysis.
Grey shading signifies grey literature reports.
Seven ICAPs did not report any data for TIDieR items 10, 11 and 12 and were thus not included above: Aphasia House, Belfast, Copenhagen, InteRACT, iTAWC,
Milton Keynes, Oklahoma, and UMAP.
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14 ICAPs and three iterations of LIFT (LIFT1, LIFT2, LIFT3)
(Supplementary Appendix 4); nine of these 17 ICAPs were add-
itionally reported in the grey literature. A further 14 ICAPs were
identified in the Grey literature reports (see Supplemental File),
with 11 based in the USA and one each in the UK, Canada, and
Spain. Nine were based in private healthcare settings, four in
University clinics, and one in a public healthcare setting (UK).
Much information was missing in the Grey literature reports,
meaning it was not possible to complete the TIDieR analyses for
these ICAPs. As such, the analysis focused on the ICAPs reported
in peer-reviewed publications.
Table 1 reports the number of studies that include information
under each TIDieR item, even if the extent of that information is
very limited or insufficient for study replication.
Narrative synthesis of results
Brief name – provide the name or a phrase that describes the
intervention
All articles described the intervention but only eight provided an
official ICAP name in the peer-reviewed article, for example,
Aphasia House [98]. A Google search identified one additional
official name for an ICAP “Intensive Treatment for Aphasia in
Western Canada” (iTAWC) that was not provided by the peer-
reviewed article [108]. ICAPs without official names were allocated
a name based on the location of the ICAP, for example, “Belfast”
[109], and names were organised alphabetically, see Table 2.
Why – describe any rationale, theory, or goal of the elements
essential to the intervention
Though some form of the rationale was provided for all studies,
most articles did not provide a specific or complete rationale for
the ICAP service delivery approach (Table 2). Most articles drew
on evidence for intensive treatment in aphasia, for example, from
the Cochrane review [5], the meta-analysis of outcomes in aphasia
[7], or more general principles of neuroplasticity to justify inten-
sive approaches [110]. Articles with a greater focus on the
“intensive” aspect detailed how the ICAP model offered an oppor-
tunity for increased intensity of aphasia therapy provision.
Although all included articles qualified or self-identified as
ICAPs, only a minority gave specific rationale for the ICAP
approach that went beyond the focus on intensity. In other
words, rationales for comprehensive therapy and the need for or
importance of each ICAP element (e.g., the cohort) were less clear.
Two articles highlighted the need to address multiple levels of
the ICF in the LIFT1&2 and Big Sky Montana ICAPs [104,111].
Another included a focus on multiple linguistic levels (e.g., from
word to sentence) as a goal of the Boston ICAP [100]. General evi-
dence that group therapy was effective was provided by some
articles (Boston, Belfast) [100,109] or a more specific focus on
groups for the purpose of generalising skills (PIRATE) [112].
A minority of articles provided specific rationales for caregiver
intervention (LIFT1&2, Big Sky Montana) [104,111]. Only one article
hypothesized about the rationale for involving a cohort, suggest-
ing a cohort was necessary for shared learning, shared psycho-
social experiences, quick bonding, and a shared focus (Big Sky
Montana) [111].
Some articles in this review focused on a specific aspect of an
ICAP and their rationale naturally linked to that aspect, for
example, focus on intensive versus distributed treatment provision
in LIFT3 [103], use of an experience sampling method in Louisiana
[113], the importance of personalized goal-setting in Aphasia
House [98], or the rationale for specific evidence-based therapies
in PIRATE [112].
What (materials)
Though 12 ICAPs provided some detail on materials, this detail
was as basic as reporting the use of pictures, newspapers, com-
munication books, or computers (Table 2). This level of detail
does not allow for replicability of the intervention. The articles did
not transparently or explicitly list resources used, however, Boston
and Big Sky Montana ICAPs [100,111] provided links to clinician
resources available online, and some listed specific software and
hardware requirements. During data extraction, it was evident
that materials used by clinicians would have been linked to the
therapies provided, even if those materials were not described. A
common unspecified but implied example would be the use of
picture resources for picture naming therapy.
What (procedures) – describe each of the procedures, activities,
and/or processes used in the intervention, including any enabling
or support activities
Nine ICAPs had a pure speech and language therapy focus –
Aphasia House, LIFT1,2,3, iTAWC, PIRATE, Chicago, Glasgow, and
Milton Keynes [98,103–105,108,112,114–116]. For ease of reporting
the term “speech and language therapy” (SLT) will be used
throughout this review, even when other equivalent professional
titles are used in the source paper. Across ICAPs, there was a
wide variety of SLT activities described including role-playing,
pantomime, improvisation, community outings, the inclusion of
caregivers, and social and recreational opportunities outside of
ICAP time (Table 3). Some ICAPs listed specific impairment-based
approaches such as semantic feature analysis [117], phonological
components analysis [118], modified mapping therapy [119,120],
mind-mapping for narrative work [121], constraint-induced lan-
guage therapy [122], Treatment of Underlying Forms [123],
phono-motor treatment [124], Verb Network Strengthening
Treatment (VNeST) [125], reading and writing interventions [126],
and provision of therapy for apraxia of speech [127]. Functional
approaches mentioned included: compensatory or strategic
approaches, context-specific tasks [128], and Promoting Aphasics
Communicative Effectiveness (PACE) [129]. Group therapy
included education about aphasia, opportunity for social inter-
action, support, a life participation approach to aphasia [130],
newsletter group/current events group/book club [131]/
Toastmasters (public speaking), language games, and music
appreciation. Computer therapy varied between studies. LIFT3
and Chicago ICAPs [103,114] used software with an evidence base
for PWA, both using the same conversational scripting software
[132], Chicago using oral reading software [133], and LIFT2 using
word retrieval software [134]. The later LIFT3 documented that
the primary purpose of computer therapy was to focus on word
retrieval which mirrored the focus of impairment-based therapy
sessions [105]. The InteRACT ICAP focused on computer skills gen-
erally including emails and internet use [107]. Two other ICAPs
mentioned computer labs where the focus was unspecified
(Louisiana) [113] or unclear (e.g., a mix of semi-independent prac-
tice and communication skills) (UMAP) [106]. Cognitive retraining
(Oklahoma) [135] or work on short-term memory were also men-
tioned (Milton Keynes) [116]. Most ICAPs indicated an impair-
ment-based focus with the addition of other therapy approaches
(e.g., functional therapy) to achieve comprehensiveness.
The remaining eight ICAPs involved SLTs and other professio-
nals. Although the involvement of others was noted and is
detailed under TIDieR item 5, it was less common to detail the
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specific procedures and activities enacted by other professionals.
The student SLT role was detailed in three articles. In Aphasia
House, four students were allocated to each participant with each
student responsible for one area of the client’s “impairment.”
Students reviewed literature, developed, and delivered a therapy
programme to address the impairment [99]. In Boston, students
delivered therapy under “100% supervision” [100,p.85], and in
LIFT3 students led computer sessions [103]. An article by Escher
et al. centred on Occupational Therapy work on the Boston ICAP
including a focus “on IADLs [instrumental activities of daily living],
leisure, social participation, and work or volunteering” [102,p.3].
Other ICAPs provided basic details on the involvement of other
professionals as follows: counsellors provided counselling both for
carers and people with aphasia and an informally recruited carer
liaison helped to facilitate some of the caregiving sessions in Big
Sky Montana [111]; researchers of unknown clinical background
were described as running goal-setting sessions in LIFT1&2 [104];
a research psychologist developed cognitive retraining materials
and tasks in Oklahoma [135]; a volunteer assisted with group ses-
sions in Milton Keynes [116]; psychology students provided sup-
port to carers and a kinesiologist delivered tai chi sessions in
Louisiana [113]; a clinical neuropsychologist delivered the inter-
vention in Oklahoma [135]. As will be highlighted under TIDieR
item 5, some ICAPs reported on different therapy approaches but
did not provide detail on either procedures or providers.
Who provided – for each category of intervention provider (such
as a psychologist, nursing assistant), describe their expertise,
background, and any specific training given
All but two ICAPs – InteRACT and Copenhagen [107,136] – expli-
citly reported that SLTs provided therapy but SLT involvement
can be assumed for 100% of ICAPs as articles detailed speech and
language interventions and both Grey literature and personal cor-
respondence with authors indicated SLTs provided the interven-
tion (Table 3). Three articles from the USA reporting on ICAPs
Boston, Big Sky Montana, PIRATE [100,111,112] noted that SLTs
were certified or licensed by the professional body. Expertise was
only detailed by a minority of articles, noting clinicians were
“experienced in goal-setting” (LIFT1&2) [104,p.1345], experienced
in aphasia (PIRATE) [112], or received training on the therapy
approaches used (LIFT3) [103]. Babbitt et al. [114] noted SLTs
were recruited to the Chicago ICAP from a variety of aphasia
settings with a range of 2–20 years of experience with this client
group.
Other providers were involved, see Figure 2. Student SLTs
were the next most common grouping, providing intervention on
nine ICAPs – Aphasia House, Boston, LIFT1,2,3, iTAWC, Big Sky
Montana, Louisiana, Glasgow [99,100,103–105,108,111,113,115].
Researchers of unknown clinical backgrounds were involved in
LIFT1 and LIFT2 [104] and a research psychologist in the
Oklahoma ICAP [135]. Assistants were part of the LIFT3 and
Belfast ICAPs [103,109] and a volunteer in the Milton Keynes ICAP
[116]. Leaving SLTs, student SLTs, researchers, assistants, and vol-
unteers aside, there were eight ICAPs that could be considered
multi-disciplinary through the involvement of other named pro-
fessionals or assumed involvement of others, namely Boston,
InteRACT, UMAP, Belfast, Big Sky Montana, Louisiana, Oklahoma
and Copenhagen [100,107,109,111,113,135,136]. Of the eight,
there were three programmes (Copenhagen, InteRACT, and
UMAP) where other multidisciplinary team (MDT) members were
likely to have contributed but are not explicitly named. The
Copenhagen ICAP provided social and vocational rehabilitation
and linked work trials or vocational placement which likely
required MDT input, but this was not clear from the abstract
[136]. It is not clear whether other professionals or SLTs provided
both the recreational and physical therapy on InteRACT or the art
and music therapy provided on UMAP [107]. Though the Big Sky
Montana ICAP was clearly multidisciplinary as evidenced shortly, it
also mentioned opportunities for physical therapy and
Augmentative and Alternative Communication consultations, but
not who provided these opportunities [111]. In Boston and
Oklahoma ICAPs, both occupational therapists and physiothera-
pists took part [100,135] and Belfast and Big Sky Montana ICAPs
involved counsellors [109,111]. Thereafter, other professionals
were named each taking part in just one ICAP – nutritional faculty
and graduate students of nutrition, occupational therapy, and
physiotherapy – Boston [100]; psychology students and a kinesi-
ologist – Louisiana [113]; a counselling student and an informally
recruited a carer liaison – Big Sky Montana [111]; and a clinical
neuropsychologist – Oklahoma [135].
The range of professionals involved varied from only SLT
involvement [106,112,114] to a total of five different professionals
involved in Oklahoma [135]. The Boston ICAP seemed to involve
the greatest total number of multidisciplinary professionals by
including clinically qualified faculty staff from occupational
Figure 2. Professionals involved in ICAPs.
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therapy, physical therapy, nutrition therapy, SLT, and graduate
students from these four areas [100].
It seems in the literature that some ICAPs have moved from an
SLT-only focus to a more multidisciplinary ICAP. For example,
articles linked to UMAP which seems to be the oldest ICAP in
existence [67,68] show an evolution from pure SLT focus [106] to
a mention of music and art therapy in later iterations [107].
How – describe the modes of delivery (such as face to face or by
some other mechanism, such as internet or telephone) of the
intervention and whether it was provided individually or in a
group
All ICAPs were delivered face to face (Table 3). Individual sessions
were explicitly listed by 15 ICAPs (exceptions LIFT3 and
Copenhagen [103,136]) and group sessions explicitly listed by 16
ICAPs (exception [136]) but individual and group sessions were
confirmed via personal correspondence as per inclusion criteria.
Some ICAPs provided an indication of group size – either what
they called “small” groups with no further indication of size
[106,113,135] or small groups of 2–3 in Big Sky Montana [111].
Intervention on these ICAPs was also delivered in larger groups of
six (Louisiana) [113] or 4–8 participants [111]. Dyads in Aphasia
House and Boston [99,100] and pairs in Glasgow [115] were men-
tioned. Computer labs (assumed to be in group format) or ses-
sions or technology use were mentioned for eight ICAPs including
LIFT2 but not LIFT1 [100,103,104,107,108,113,114].
Sometimes staffing ratio was documented but only for SLTs or
SLT students to clients. From highest to lowest, staffing levels
started at four student SLTs per participant (Aphasia House) [99];
seven SLTs and nine student SLTs for seven clients (iTAWC) [108];
an average of eight second-year graduate Master of Science SLT
students for cohorts of 6–8 clients (Boston) [100]; “two full-time
clinicians, and two full-time student volunteers” for every 4 clients
(LIFT1&2) [104,p.1347], six full-time SLTs per ICAP with 10 partici-
pants and 1–2 clinicians for groups of 3–5 PWA (Chicago) [114];
just under a total of two SLTs for five participants (Glasgow) [115];
and two SLTs for 7 clients (Belfast) [109].
Where – describe the type(s) of location(s) where the intervention
occurred, including any necessary infrastructure or relevant
features
The country of origin was known for all ICAPs (see Figure 3 and
Table 3): eight in the USA [98,100,106,111–114,135]; three in the
UK [109,115,116]; two in Canada [107,108]; one in Australia which
ran the three versions of LIFT [103–105]; and one in Denmark
[136]. The setting of the ICAP was known for all (see Figure 4)
with one exception (iTAWC) [108]). Eight were University-based,
counting LIFT1 and LIFT2 separately [98,100,104,106,107,111,113];
five were in healthcare settings [112,114,116,135,136]; LIFT3 ran at
multiple sites split across University and healthcare settings [103];
Belfast was in a charity setting [109]; and Glasgow was in a col-
lege of education [115]. Most articles did not report on infrastruc-
ture, but some provided a basic idea of what might be required
starting with Babbitt et al. [114] who reported their Chicago-
based ICAP did not have dedicated clinical space and therefore
required set-up and break-down of all associated materials for
each ICAP on an unnamed location off-site of a major urban
rehabilitation centre. The PIRATE ICAP [112] provided via the USA
Veteran’s Association Healthcare System and the Milton Keynes
ICAP [116] were both residential – that is, accommodation was
provided to participants. In the Big Sky Montana ICAP [111], coun-
selling for caregivers was provided in a separate building. The
ICAP detailed in Helm-Estabrooks and Whiteside [98] was
provided in a purpose-built aphasia-friendly clinic “The Aphasia
House” on a University campus. It was not clear if other
University-based ICAPs were delivered via an on-site clinic or
otherwise.
When and how much – describe the number of times the inter-
vention was delivered and over what period of time including the
number of sessions, their schedule, and their duration, intensity,
or dose
The lack of systematic reporting made it difficult to compare the
intensity of ICAP intervention. The most-reported item was length
in weeks or months. This was explicit in the reports of 16 ICAPs
and easily inferred for the 17th ICAP, PIRATE [112] who reported
on 23 days of ICAP with therapy every day which would indicate
a duration of 4.5weeks. Therefore, the range of length of ICAP in
weeks was 2–26weeks. The most common duration of an ICAP
(the mode) was four weeks with five ICAP iterations running for
four weeks (Boston, LIFT2, Belfast, Chicago, Oklahoma)
[100,104,109,114,115] and Big Sky Montana running for either
four or five weeks [111] (see Figure 5). The other LIFT ICAPs were
shorter – 2 weeks (LIFT1) and 3 weeks (LIFT3). For those of longer
length, InteRACT and UMAP ran for 4.5weeks [107,112], iTAWC for
5weeks [108], Aphasia House, UMAP and Louisiana for 6weeks
[98,106,113], Milton Keynes for 12weeks [116], Copenhagen for 16
Figure 3. Country of ICAP origin.
Figure 4. Setting of ICAP.
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[136], and Oklahoma for 26weeks [135]. Days per week were only
reported for six iterations; hours per day reported for five; hours
per week for five; total days for two; and overall total hours
reported for six ICAPs. The range in overall total hours reported
was 40–120. It is likely some ICAPs provided greater overall hours,
for example, on the 6-month ICAP, but this could not be calcu-
lated without knowing when breaks were taken, etc. Information
provided was sufficient to confirm that all 17 ICAPs were deliv-
ered at least at the minimum standards of ICAP intensity as per
Rose et al. [69] and this was confirmed via personal correspond-
ence with authors where required.
As highlighted above, reporting of treatment intensity varied
greatly (see Supplemental File for detail), and additional chal-
lenges were noted. One issue arising was the separation of assess-
ment and therapy hours. Babbitt et al. (Chicago ICAP) [114] was
the only article specifying that of the total hours, six were for
assessment. It is possible some articles may have separated
assessment out of total hours and only reported on total therapy
hours. There was a secondary issue calculating therapy hours
where articles reported hours of attendance at the ICAP. It is
assumed the participants were not constantly engaged in therapy
for the entirety of the day without any breaks and it is not clear
how this calculation was managed in some reports. Sometimes
there was an issue calculating therapy hours when other profes-
sionals were involved, for example, on InteRACT [107] or in
Boston [102] where it was unclear how hours were counted for
joint sessions across professions. The Big Sky Montana ICAP [111]
indicated a tendency to increase their hours over time, for
example, from 36h over three weeks in 2014 (which would not
reach current standards of ICAP intensity [69]) to 72 h over four
weeks in 2017. Others decreased hours (e.g., LIFT2 was 100 h over
four weeks [104], LIFT3 was 48 h over three weeks [103]). Though
caregivers were deemed a desirable part of an ICAP, most articles
did not report on caregiver hours – see Big Sky Montana [111] as
an exception.
Tailoring – if the intervention was planned to be personalised,
titrated or adapted, then describe what, why, when, and how
Hoffmann et al. state “In tailored interventions, not all participants
receive an identical intervention” [70,p.7]. Examples provided in
the TIDieR checklist detail interventions being tailored depending
on participants’ body mass index or response to a health ques-
tionnaire. In relation to ICAPs, tailoring was not based on speci-
fied pre-determined criteria. However, each PWA would have
presented with different types of aphasia, different goals, and dif-
ferent co-morbidities, and these factors seem to have been
amongst the driving forces for individualised interventions (Table
3). On some ICAPs, words to practise in therapy were selected
based on a participant’s performance on naming tests in LIFT3
and Glasgow ICAPs [105,115]. Another example was that participa-
tion-based goals (e.g., ordering a meal or booking a holiday) dif-
fered among participants and necessitated individualised
intervention plans to achieve these goals. Detail on tailoring was
provided for 12 ICAPs and this detail was “individualised therapy”
for nine of these ICAPs. The other types of tailoring mentioned
were that therapy was given from a limited menu of options – for
example, word retrieval, articulation, verbal memory (Glasgow,
Milton Keynes) [115,116], or that caregiver engagement was
optional (Big Sky Montana) [111]. Though not explicitly men-
tioned in all articles, most ICAP interventions seemed to be per-
sonalised to the participant. Hoover et al. [100] provided
appendix examples of personalised therapy for every participant
on the Boston ICAP. To exemplify, participant D4 used software to
support their severely impaired output alongside therapy using
melody and rhythm, scripted conversations, and an approach
focusing on verbs in sentences. Participant A5 seemed to have
milder aphasia and engaged in entirely different therapies includ-
ing phonological components analysis and narrative treatment.
Although all participants were partaking in an ICAP, the definition
of which appears to define what therapy is received, each partici-
pant seemed to be receiving an individualised programme of
therapy. It was unclear from the data to what degree the person-
alisation of intervention changed the ICAP content from person
to person.
Modifications – if the intervention was modified during the course
of the study, describe the changes (what, why, when, and how)
There was no detail on modification within studies (Table 4). Two
ICAPs mentioned modifications between studies. Dosage was
increased from LIFT1 to LIFT2 “based on performance on outcome
measures and participant feedback” [104,p.1343]. The feedback
was not detailed, nor was the issue with the outcome measures.
The counselling aspect of the Big Sky Montana ICAP was only
included in Summer sessions (not Autumn/Fall sessions), but a
reason for this modification was not provided [111].
Figure 5. Duration of ICAP in weeks .
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How well (planned) – if intervention adherence or fidelity was
assessed, describe how and by whom, and if any strategies were
used to maintain or improve fidelity, describe them
It was not clear if any ICAP had an a-priori plan to calculate
adherence, but many reported on this characteristic (see TIDieR
item 12). Three ICAPs planned or detailed strategies to ensure a
level of treatment fidelity (Table 4). Babbitt et al. (Chicago) [114]
took several steps to ensure therapy fidelity. Clinicians were
required to read articles on evidence-based therapy; a two-day
training session was provided including videos of experienced
clinicians implementing the therapy and practice through role-
playing; the programme director observed occasional therapy ses-
sions and gave feedback on therapy procedures; 10% of therapy
sessions were videoed and reviewed by the programme director.
Dignam et al. (LIFT3) [103] created an Aphasia LIFT manual to pro-
mote treatment fidelity. Hoover et al. (Boston) [100] reported that
students received 100% supervision and daily training to ensure
treatment fidelity.
How well (actual) – if intervention adherence or fidelity was
assessed, describe the extent to which the intervention was deliv-
ered as planned
Eight ICAPs detailed a level of adherence (Table 4). Participants
on LIFT1 and LIFT2 [104] were combined to report percentages of
possible therapy hours received. Seven participants received
99–100%; two received 90–95%; two received 85–89%. Reasons
for missed sessions included outside obligations, illness, and
fatigue which were noted particularly in the final week. On LIFT2,
one of eight participants did not complete due to ill health.
Dignam et al. [103] reported that all 16 completed LIFT3 with a
mean therapy attendance rate of 47.7 h (of a possible 48). Escher
et al. [102] reported only on the occupational therapy aspect of
the Boston ICAP but detailed that 18 of 19 attended at least 85%
of OT sessions. One participant had considerable health problems
and missed a full week of the programme. Babbitt et al. (Chicago)
[114] reported that most of the 74 participants attended all ther-
apy sessions. They noted that occasional sessions were missed
due to outside appointments. One participant missed two days
due to illness – the highlighting of this incident likely reflecting
high attendance rates overall. Three of 73 did not complete the
PIRATE ICAP [112], one with a query of an acute stroke, one for
personal reasons, and one was deemed unsafe for independent
living due to multiple falls. No participants were absent on any
day of the Glasgow ICAP [115]. Off et al. (Big Sky Montana) [111]
provided a general statement that most caregivers attended on a
regular basis. Finally, there was no concrete data given on treat-
ment fidelity. Though Babbitt et al. (Chicago) [114] detailed sev-
eral steps taken to ensure fidelity, the monitoring methods used
were not reported in the article and there was no externality in
fidelity checking.
Discussion
In summary, there were 17 ICAPs located in the peer-reviewed lit-
erature (some running multiple programmes) and an additional
14 identified only in the Grey literature (not reviewed here). The
rationale for the ICAP service delivery model came primarily from
evidence for intensive impairment-based therapy. Other core con-
cepts of the ICAP model were not well justified. Materials were
poorly reported. SLT procedures on an ICAP were better reported
than the activities enacted by other involved professionals.
Almost half of ICAPs was multi-disciplinary. All were delivered
face to face with a combination of 1:1 and group therapy but not
all ICAPs made use of computers. ICAPs were most prevalent and
active in the USA and most likely to be based in a University set-
ting. The most common duration of an ICAP was four weeks but
the detail on dose was reported with wide variability and was dif-
ficult to capture. ICAPs delivered highly personalised therapy to
PWA who took part. Modifications to ICAPs and data on fidelity
were not reported. However, reported adherence levels were
upwards of 85%.
Intensity
A primary focus on intensity was often the rationale provided for
the ICAP approach and was well justified with reference to evi-
dence for intensive therapy in aphasia [11] and the principles of
neuroplasticity [110]. It is interesting that although the intensity
was the main rationale provided for ICAPs, the intensity was not
well defined and there were issues calculating the dose of therapy
in some studies. Issues defining intensity in aphasia treatment
have already been raised in the literature [137] and there is no
consensus definition of dose in stroke or aphasia rehabilitation
[138]. Additionally, there is interest in comparing the relative
merit of intensive and distributed therapy models with some evi-
dence that a dispersed ICAP model (i.e., where the same treat-
ment dose is delivered over a longer period) may achieve equal
outcomes [103]. Pending future research, the core concept of an
ICAP being one of intensity may change to being a question
about optimal dose. Notwithstanding these issues, evidence for
intensive therapy is limited to impairment-based or functional
communication outcomes [5] which are only one component of
an ICAP. Some articles provided evidence for specific aspects of
the therapy, for example, group therapy in aphasia, but there was
no convincing argument for the overall ICAP approach – that is,
the rationale for providing comprehensive approaches in an
intensive manner or the necessity to provide these approaches as
a combined service model. Intensive provision of the varying
types of therapy might be equivocal [5] or perhaps theoretically
contra-indicated. Treatments that address adjustment post-apha-
sia may require an aphasia management timeline of many years
[139,140] and PWA desires life-relevant and longer-term interven-
tions [141]. The literature provides evidence that peer-led aphasia
groups [142] and more general groups providing longer-term sup-
port for PWA [143] are viewed positively by participants, but these
are not intensive approaches. SLTs have positive views on inten-
sive therapy. In interviews with seven SLTs working on ICAPs, the
main theme was the intensive therapy model [144]. Clinicians
reported seeing the progress they did not see in their non-ICAP
services. Views of PWA and their family members on intensive
therapy provision have not yet been solicited, but higher drop-
outs from non-ICAP-specific intensive therapy programmes in the
field of SLT may indicate that intensive therapy is not acceptable
to some PWA [5]. High levels of multi-disciplinary involvement
were seen on ICAPs, but the peer-reviewed literature did not
always include non-SLT hours as part of reaching the minimum
30 h/fortnight standards of intensity required by ICAP pro-
grammes [69]. That some ICAPs do not count non-SLT input
towards therapy intensity is problematic (see further discussion
under “other aspects of comprehensiveness”). Clarification may be
required on whether non-SLT approaches count towards the
intensity of intervention. Finally, it may be contra-indicated to
deliver certain therapy approaches in an intensive manner, so
delineation of the intensive components of an ICAP is required.
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Comprehensiveness
The core components of an ICAP which are said to make it com-
prehensive are therapy delivered in different formats including
individual and group therapy; therapy targeting multiple levels of
the ICF; and education provision for family/PWA [69]. These core
components of comprehensiveness will be analysed in the follow-
ing sections.
Delivery format
All ICAP provisions were face to face. This compares to UK SLT
provision for community-dwelling stroke survivors where 99.5% of
sessions were face-to-face [54]. However other countries have
higher uses of telehealth in SLT including Australia and the US
and a recent systematic review of tele-practice for adult popula-
tions in SLT concluded that it was an appropriate means of ser-
vice delivery [145]. The Big Sky Montana ICAP announced on
Twitter that due to COVID-19 it has for the first time delivered a
virtual ICAP, where daily hours and days per week were reduced
to manage fatigue on videoconferencing software (18 June 2020
Tweet by Dr. Cathy Off)1. PIRATE highlighted that they achieved
higher levels of follow-up data with participants when they
expanded their methods of collection to assessments delivered
via tele-practice [112]. Funding is being sought to run Australia’s
first tele-rehabilitation ICAP [146] and there has been a shift to
the provision of therapy via video-conferencing software due to
the COVID-19 pandemic [147] so a move away from face to face
may be the natural evolution of ICAPs. There was a huge range in
the staff/student to patient ratio varying from 16 staff/students
for seven participants [108] to two SLTs for seven partici-
pants [109].
Computer-based therapy
Computers or technology were only used on eight ICAPs and the
interpretation of the “computer” component of an ICAP was
highly variable. Specific uses of computers varied from an exten-
sion of impairment-based naming therapy, for example, increasing
the practice of items rehearsed in individual sessions using soft-
ware specifically designed for SLT intervention [103], to tackling
social connectedness and exploring usability features of mobile
tablets [101]. A potential rationale for the use of computers is the
evidence of improved language [62] or compensatory skills arising
from computer therapies [59,60]. However, such evidence was not
cited in the ICAP literature. PWA are more likely to own a mobile
device than a desktop/laptop and report a preference for using
apps that are integrated into their devices rather than specialist
SLT software [148]. Therefore, the focus of the “computer” compo-
nent on ICAPs might be better placed on the use of mobile devi-
ces and mainstream applications, and the term “computer” may
be worth re-framing to include technological advancements and
awareness that computers can be used to achieve non-impair-
ment-based therapy goals, for example, internet access and social
media use.
Group
Group therapy in aphasia was addressed by a minority of
researchers where cited benefits included shared experience and
peer support, the potential for humour/enjoyment, and raising
self-awareness. Hoover et al. provided detail on a wide variety of
group therapy formats “a speech-making group (Toastmasters), a
writing/newsletter group, a language games group, a current
events/conversation group, a book club group” [100,p.85]. It was
unclear whether groups were included on some ICAPs to address
specific therapeutic aims, or merely as a means of achieving a
high therapeutic dose. The therapeutic ratio would be high and
costly if most therapies were delivered in 1:1 format. It is evident
from some programmes with high levels of 1:1 provision that this
limits therapist capacity. For example, PIRATE [112] provided 25 h
of 1:1 therapy weekly but limited the cohort size to three partici-
pants. In contrast, Hoover et al. [100] provided most of their
15.5 h of weekly SLT therapy in groups or dyads with only three
hours given as individual sessions. Their cohort sizes were 6–8
people. Further clarity is required on why groups are important in
ICAPs to ensure adequate time is allocated to the unique benefits
that can be achieved from group therapy approaches and so they
are not viewed as secondary to individual therapy. An exploration
of suggested or desired group content would also be valuable.
Targeting multiple levels of the ICF
There was very little rationale provided on why therapy addressed
more than just the impairment, perhaps compounded by the pri-
mary rationale for an ICAP focusing on intensive therapy. It was
clear from the range of intervention activities reported in TIDieR
item 4 that ICAPs provided a wide range of therapy approaches
targeting multiple aspects of the experience of living with apha-
sia. However, none of the reviewed papers provided a rationale
for this breadth of content. This omission was possibly related to
the fact that rationales, in most papers, were restricted to the
argument for intensity. Thus, the content of ICAPs was not expli-
citly related to the complex needs of PWA; and the case was not
developed for tackling these complex needs in one programme.
Family members
Education provision for family and/or PWA was listed as a compo-
nent of ICAPs by Rose et al. but this requirement was so broad
that it had to be dropped as an inclusion criterion for this review.
The rationale for general inclusion of family was lacking in the
articles used in this review. Family involvement where detailed
varied from observation of sessions to being in receipt of weekly
counselling groups by qualified counselling staff [111]. This may
be similar to the variation seen in a TIDieR analysis of 56 studies
of communication partner training, where family involvement for
this single therapy approach varied considerably [77]. Some
articles stipulated caregiver involvement at the outset but later
noted that caregiver involvement was not essential or possible.
Off et al. [111] suggest that not everyone has a caregiver/family
member/significant other who can attend an ICAP. Family may
not always be of assistance to the participant and their presence
may not be desired by the participant. It is not clear in the ICAP
literature whether PWA have been asked about their preferences
for family member inclusion on an ICAP, and indeed whether fam-
ily members/caregivers desire involvement and for what purpose.
The rationale for involving family might be supported by evidence
that this was desired by PWA or family members or enhances
treatment outcomes for the PWA or family member
[12,48,53,141,149,150]. If the family is required to attend, this may
exclude PWA with family who cannot or are unwilling to attend
(e.g., due to work commitments) or to those without family. If the
family is to be involved, the goal of its involvement and methods
of involving it should be more thoroughly explored.
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Other aspects of comprehensiveness
Although not stipulated in the definition of an ICAP, almost half
involved other professionals. It was not clear why others were
involved; there was no clear dominance of a single profession
with at least seven different professions represented, and the spe-
cific procedures conducted by other professionals were not well
detailed. As mentioned, the hours of therapy provided by non-
SLTs were not always counted under the total intensity of the
intervention. This sends a contradictory message. Presumably,
other professionals were included for a reason, and yet discount-
ing their input suggests they were not providing an active part of
the intervention. This is another indication that ICAPs lack a logic
model [151–153] where the rationale for the inclusion of other
professionals is outlined and linked to therapy outcomes. In many
countries, the voluntary/charity sector supplements the provision
of healthcare generally, and yet there is an absence of professio-
nals affiliated with that background in the peer-reviewed ICAP lit-
erature. The Rose et al. paper does not stipulate who should
provide intervention on an ICAP [69]. It is worth considering
whether the definition of an ICAP requires it to be an SLT-only or
SLT-led approach and whether a multi-disciplinary ICAP is a separ-
ate concept. There is no literature on the views of SLTs or partici-
pants regarding uni/multi-disciplinary therapy provision in
an ICAP.
Cohort
Another core concept of an ICAP is that it must be delivered to a
cohort of people starting and ending at the same time [69]. Only
one article provided detail on the inherent value of a cohort, but
primarily from the perspective of caregivers. Off et al. [111]
hypothesized that the benefit of the cohort comes from its
immersive nature whereby caregivers build a sense of collective-
ness. The cohort benefits are felt to extend beyond those of struc-
tured groups to build “long-lasting, meaningful support and
friendship networks” [111,p.8]. The authors suggested that added
benefits come from opportunities to share lunch breaks and other
informal social opportunities. The rationale and requirement for a
cohort on an ICAP are unclear. It may be related to the need to
schedule, plan, run, and staff an ICAP session. This is acknowl-
edged by Off et al. who reported that the cohort model facilitated
logistical planning [111]. Some ICAPs were residential which may
have also facilitated more cohort bonding outside of therapy
time. Some had more emphasis on 1:1 sessions [112] with less
time to engage as a cohort. An interesting comparison would be
with patients on in-patient or rehabilitation wards who may
experience a cohort-like effect from shared mealtimes in commu-
nal rooms on the ward, joint attendance at therapy groups or in
the therapy gym, or interaction on shared bays which may not be
limited to interaction with others with aphasia. The oldest article
was the only one with a mixed cohort of PWA and others with
acquired brain injury (ABI) without aphasia [135]. It was unclear
whether this had any impact on the cohort and no comparison
was possible with the other studies.
Although not specifically argued for in most of the reviewed
papers, a likely rationale for working with a cohort is the associ-
ated peer support. A study of an inpatient peer-support group for
stroke survivors with and without aphasia reported connection,
friendship, increased confidence, and awareness as perceived ben-
efits [154]. A recent systematic review [155] of peer support
groups for people with ABI with and without aphasia found lim-
ited evidence for psychosocial effectiveness but reported that
peer support was largely a positive experience for attendees,
primarily for reasons of connectedness and support. A recent sys-
tematic review has identified that being single and from a non-
Western background is linked to a greater need for peer support
post-ABI and those that derived the greatest benefit were more
than three months post-onset and younger than 60 (as were the
matched peer supporters) [156]. There is currently no evidence to
support the cost-effectiveness of peer support in mental health
populations, but the high probability that this affordable interven-
tion reduced hopelessness [157]. Consideration should be given
to the necessity of a cohort on an ICAP. The theory should be
provided on the benefit of the cohort as unique from group inter-
vention. The time that should be allocated to achieve these bene-
fits should be considered.
Tailoring
As previously noted, this review took a broad interpretation of
tailored interventions to encompass those individualised to the
participant. There was a high degree of individualised intervention
provided on ICAPs, linked to consideration for individual goals
and the variation in individual presentations. The World Health
Organization promotes person-centred care [158] which includes
individualised interventions, and best practice guidelines recom-
mend intervention tailored to a PWA’s specific presentation and
needs [159]. While this may enhance the patient experience, indi-
vidualisation makes it all the more difficult to identify the active
ingredient in ICAPs. It will also be challenging for the ICAP field
to prove the efficacy of the service delivery model if the content
of therapy is so highly individualised. In addition, it is arguable
that such highly individual tailoring of intervention could be
viewed as a modification of the intervention. It is clear that what
was received on an ICAP fell inside some definable core concepts
for every participant, but their daily experience of 1:1 sessions, in
particular, may have differed considerably. This is not an unknown
issue when it comes to complex interventions or the field of
rehabilitation, and it would not be possible or desirable to pro-
vide a standardised intervention to people presenting with differ-
ent levels of impairment, different social challenges, different
environmental contexts, and different goals. However, it is a chal-
lenge to compare across ICAP programmes when there is signifi-
cant within-programme tailoring or modification to the
participant’s experience.
Adherence and fidelity
Adherence to ICAPs (where reported) was upwards of 85–100%.
This is surprising given the finding that high-intensity treatment is
more likely to result in drop-out [5]. Though not a question for
this review, participant profiles will be explored in future research
as ICAP participants may not be typical of the wider stroke and
aphasia population. Screening for “desirable” participants whereby
those with additional frailties or fatigue may be excluded might
also influence high rates of adherence. The cost of an ICAP may
be a factor in high levels of adherence. In the articles, ICAP costs
were never reported, but this information was collected for a
2016 master’s thesis where ICAP costs were reported as between
$70 and $5229 per week per person depending on subsidies/
accommodation/meals/length of programme [160]. Some of the
ICAPs maintained high levels of attendance even when there was
no cost implication for participants, for example, for active USA
service members or veterans [112] or via a Nationalised
Healthcare System [115]. There was no concrete fidelity data
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presented for any ICAP. This would likely be a problematic and
complex undertaking given the individualised nature of
each ICAP.
Lack of qualitative data
Though one article elicited views of clinicians delivering ICAPs
[144] and another explored clinicians’ views on experienced and
perceived barriers to ICAP implementation [161], the literature
provides no qualitative data from PWA or significant others about
the perceived value of ICAPs. It is crucial to access the insights,
lived experience, and expertise of PWA, their families, and key
stakeholders in intervention design and this process is a recom-
mended key stage in the development of a complex intervention
[162,163].
Limitations
Given the results were filtered only in the English language, it is
possible the systematic search missed results from non-English
speaking countries. The searches were also conducted some
months ago, and it is possible that some more ICAP research
studies have been subsequently published. The 14 ICAPs reported
only in the Grey literature did not undergo data extraction as
some of these results were corporate websites of ICAP providers
or low quality and reporting unverifiable information. In addition,
the quality of information provided in the peer-reviewed sources
was sufficient to document ICAP content as per the TIDieR check-
list. However, information from the Grey literature may in some
cases have added additional information to our understanding of
what constitutes an ICAP, particularly given these ICAPs were
actively running unlike many in the peer-reviewed literature. This
review used the TIDieR checklist [70] to document the ICAP ser-
vice delivery model. However, the authors experienced limitations
with the TIDieR checklist, specifically that the checklist does not
indicate how to manage when information is minimally or par-
tially present. Table 1 lists information present as per the TIDieR
checklist and the results could be viewed as relatively good
reporting of intervention content. However, the authors applied a
low threshold for accepting that some detail was present, and as
the narrative reveals, overall ICAP interventions are not docu-
mented to a replicable quality. The TIDieR checklist could be
updated to provide guidance on minimum standards for
adequate reporting of each item.
Conclusion
This article addressed the question “What constitutes an ICAP.”
This review has answered that question primarily using the peer-
reviewed literature, providing an overview of the rationales for
ICAP intervention, materials used, procedures enacted, informa-
tion on providers, methods of delivery, locations, dose, tailoring,
and adherence. An ICAP is a definable service delivery model but
some core concepts such as intensity are easier to evidence than
others such as education. The described ICAPs have emerged
from different centres in a seemingly un-coordinated fashion. This
has resulted in widely differing and often partially described prac-
tices falling under the ICAP banner. Issues resulting from this dis-
parity include the poor rationale for the ICAP approach, whereby
the rationale was largely present for intensive therapy delivery
only. Materials are severely under-reported as are the activities of
other professionals involved in an ICAP. ICAPs make use of a var-
iety of modes of delivery but some have a much stronger focus
on 1:1 rather than group sessions, or vice versa. Though each
ICAP reached the minimum standard of therapy hours, the dose
was poorly detailed. There is extensive personalisation of thera-
pies received on ICAP interventions and overall high adherence to
the programme.
In their paper on a research agenda for ICAPs, Hula et al. state
that “like any intervention, the components, as well as the whole,
should be informed by evidence” [164,p.409]. This review supports
that conclusion and suggests it would be valuable to bring more
cohesion to the ICAP model by going through key stages required
for the development of complex interventions, in particular
reviewing the existing theories and evidence for ICAP provision
and including stakeholders in the intervention design. This
includes eliciting participant views on ICAP intervention; explor-
ation of the unique benefits of a cohort above and beyond
opportunities to mix with non-cohort members with or without
aphasia; the specific benefits of group and computer therapy and
what time allocation and suggested content should be included
for these therapy formats; a need to specify what is meant by
“education” to PWA and/or their families; and given the wide var-
iety of activities enacted on an ICAP and the common inclusion
of other professionals, a definition of comprehensive intervention
as it pertains to an ICAP may be needed. In addition, ICAPs lack a
logic model. A logic model demonstrates how the intervention
ingredients relate to intervention outcomes [151–153]. It is not
clear from the studies explored in this review how the key ingre-
dients of the ICAP are thought to complement each other.
Reporting of a logic model is advised when developing and evalu-
ating complex interventions [165] and there is emerging evidence
of the use of logic models in the field of SLT [166]. Future
research leading from this review will develop a logic model for
ICAPs. Future research could explore systematically adding or sub-
tracting ICAP elements in order to tease apart the essential com-
ponents. Future ICAP research would benefit from the use of the
TIDieR checklist to report interventions and an excellent example
can be found in the supplementary material of the “from con-
trolled experimental trial to ¼ 2 everyday communication”
(FCET2EC) trial run by Breitenstein et al. [78]. It is important for
participants to be assured that this service delivery model which
promises to provide the highest standards of intensity and com-
prehensiveness is grounded in strong theory, is clear about the
active components of treatment, and integrates service user feed-
back to ensure this aphasia therapy model is of optimal benefit
to PWA and their families.
ICAPs are an exciting service delivery model which has evolved
and is growing in popularity as evidenced by the Grey literature
data. Though this review finds that the model needs further
research, it is important to acknowledge that ICAPs currently run
worldwide and clinicians interested in this area need more imme-
diate direction. Pending the outcome of future research into
ICAPs, those interested in the model may wish to read the bar-
riers and facilitators to ICAPs outlined in the paper by Trebilcock
et al. [161] which would help determine resources required within
their setting to run an ICAP. Given the disparity in content
between ICAPs, it may also be beneficial for SLTs to select just
one of the ICAP studies included in this review (and detailed in
Tables 2–4) if they wish to replicate the model within their
service.
Note
1. Tweet from Dr. Cathy Off 2020 June 18, head of Big Sky
Montana ICAP: “In anticipation of Zoom fatigue, we modified
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our ICAP from 5hours per day, 4 days per week, for 4 weeks
to 5 hours per day, 3 days per week, for 3 weeks. But the
theme of today’s focus group was that they all want more,
even on Zoom!”
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